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Looking for a full position in a new field so can fulfill personal growth, new 
experiences and new challenges.

EXPERIENCE

Live in Nanny/Executive
ABC Corporation - MARCH 2005 – MARCH 2006

 Regulated childrens rest periods and nap schedules.
 Met regularly with parents to discussed childrens activities and 

development.
 Helped prepare and served nutritionally balanced meals and snacks 

for children.
 Instructed children in safe behavior, such as seeking adult assistance 

when crossing the street and avoiding contact or play with unsafe 
objects.

 Organized and conducted age-appropriate recreational activities, 
such as games, arts and crafts, sports, walks, and playdates.

 Observed childrens behavior for irregularities take temperature, 
transport children to doctor, or administer medications, as directed.

 Modeled appropriate social behaviors and encourage concern for 
others to cultivate the development of interpersonal relationships.

Live In Nanny 
ABC Corporation - 2004 – 2005

 I was responsible for watchin a baby girl.I had to wake her , bath her ,
feed her , dress her , play with her , and read to her , change diapers ,
take her out to.play and get fresh air.

 Basically raised her.
 Along with that i done a few household.chores , dusting , mopping , 

sweeping , taking out the trash and washing dishes.
 I actually learned how.to.deal with almost anything and found my 

patience with people and children.
 Seen a.new look on life and it made me wanna help.other that need it

or cant help themselves.
 Learned how.to.be open and be someone , that could.be looked up.to.
 Skills Used -HouseKeeping -Math -Reading -Health Related.

EDUCATION

 Certification in Tax Preperation - 2013(H&R Block Tax School - Shelton, 
WA)
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SKILLS

Communication Skills, Analytical Skills.
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